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TO: Mountain Metropolitan Transit
FROM: Robert L. Hernandez
DATE: January 15, 2020
SUBJECT: Transit Administration Building Self-Evaluation
1. On June 13, 2016, Mr. Michael Killebrew, Title II ADA/Section 504 Coordinator
performed a Title II - Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Self-Evaluation. This
evaluation was in accordance with 1991/2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design. The
facility was re-evaluated on January 7, 2020 with the assistance of Anna Kangas,
Architect/Title II ADA/Section 504 Coordinator.
2. Priorities for accessibility are assigned in accordance with the ADA Checklist for
Existing Facilities. The checklist follows the four priorities listed in the Department of
Justice ADA Title III regulations. These priorities are equally applicable to state and local
government facilities:
Priority 1 - Accessible approach and entrance
Priority 2 - Access to goods and services
Priority 3 - Access to public toilet rooms
Priority 4 - Access to other items such as water fountains and public telephones
3. Corrective actions to findings were/will be submitted for corrective action through the
city maintenance work request system and Transition Plan. Note: Recommended
corrections in some cases where needed will be modified when appropriate. Corrections
are developed in consideration of the “Program Access” provisions of Title II, where
applicable.
4. A copy of this report will be maintained in the Office of Accessibility.
City of Colorado Springs Title II ADA/Section 504 – Manager
30 S. Nevada Ave, Suite 301
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
robert.hernandez@coloradosprings.gov
Atch 1. City of Colorado Springs, ADA Self-Evaluation Report
Sincerely,

Robert Hernandez
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Parking
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 1
The parking signs are mounted too low at all 5 accessible parking spaces.
Parking space identification signs shall include the International Symbol of Accessibility. Signs
identifying van parking spaces shall contain the designation "van accessible." Signs shall be 60
inches minimum above the finish floor or ground surface measured to the bottom of the sign.
2010 ADAS Section 502.6
Parking space identification signs shall include the International Symbol of Accessibility complying with
703.7.2.1. Signs identifying van parking spaces shall contain the designation "van accessible." Signs shall
be 60 inches (1525 mm) minimum above the finish floor or ground surface measured to the bottom of the
sign.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 502.6

The accessible
parking signage is
mounted at 43" to the
base of the sign.

Recommendation:
Increase the height of the signs to between 5'-0" and 7'-0" to the bottom of the sign.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of accessible parking signage mounted too low

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Parking
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 2
The surface of the pedestrian access route has openings greater than 1/2 inch.
Horizontal openings in gratings and joints shall not permit passage of a sphere more than 13 mm (0.5
in) in diameter.
2011 PROWAG Section R302.7.3
Horizontal openings in gratings and joints shall not permit passage of a sphere more than 13 mm (0.5 in) in
diameter. Elongated openings in gratings shall be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular to the
dominant direction of travel.

Citation:

As Built:

2011 PROWAG Section: R302.7.3

There is a 3/4" to 1"
gap between the
access aisles and
adjacent sidewalk.

Recommendation:
Clean out and fill the gap.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of gap between asphalt and concrete

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Parking
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 3
The surface of the pedestrian access route has openings greater than 1/2 inch.
2011 PROWAG Section R302.7.3
Horizontal openings in gratings and joints shall not permit passage of a sphere more than 13 mm (0.5 in) in
diameter. Elongated openings in gratings shall be placed so that the long dimension is perpendicular to the
dominant direction of travel.

Citation:

As Built:

2011 PROWAG Section: R302.7.3

At the passenger
loading zone, there is
up to a 2" wide by
1/2" deep gap
between the asphalt
and concrete gutter.

Recommendation:
Clean out and fill the gap.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of gap between asphalt and concrete

City of Colorado Springs
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Parking
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 4
The passenger loading zone is not wide enough. It is a 9'-0" wide parking space with a 2'-0" wide
concrete gutter.
The loading zone is required to have an 8'-0" wide vehicular pull up space with an adjacent 5'-0" wide
access aisle.
2010 ADAS Section 503
Passenger Loading Zones

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 503

The passenger
loading zone is 11'-0"
wide.

Recommendation:
Restripe to provide the correct width of unloading space and access aisle.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of narrow loading zone

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Accessible Routes
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 5
There are multiple issues with this curb ramp including:
There are no detectable warnings.
There is 1/2" to 1" vertical displacement at the level landing.

D
E

2010 ADAS Section 406
Curb Ramps

T
C
E

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 406

R
R

There are multiple
issues with this curb
ramp at the
intersection of Transit
Drive and Hancock
Expressway.

O
C

Recommendation:

Add detectable warnings. Grind the displacement to less than 1/2"

Barrier Priority:

1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of noncompliant curb ramp

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Finding #5 Additional Finding Photos
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Finding 187140 Additional Photo
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City of Colorado Springs
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Accessible Routes
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 6
The curb ramps do not have detectable warnings.
2011 PROWAG Section R208.1
Detectable warning surfaces complying with R305 shall be provided at the following locations on pedestrian
access routes and at transit stops:
1. Curb ramps and blended transitions at pedestrian street crossings;
2. Pedestrian refuge islands;
3. Pedestrian at-grade rail crossings not located within a street or highway;
4. Boarding platforms at transit stops for buses and rail vehicles where the edges of the boarding platform
are not protected by screens or guards; and
5. Boarding and alighting areas at sidewalk or street level transit stops for rail vehicles where the side of the
boarding and alighting areas facing the rail vehicles is not protected by screens or guards.Advisory R208.1
Where Required. On pedestrian access routes, detectable warning surfaces indicate the boundary between
pedestrian and vehicular routes where there is a flush rather than a curbed connection. Detectable warning
surfaces should not be provided at crossings of residential driveways since the pedestrian right-of-way
continues across residential driveway aprons. However, where commercial driveways are provided with yield
or stop control, detectable warning surfaces should be provided at the junction between the pedestrian route
and the vehicular route. Where pedestrian at-grade rail crossings are located within a street or highway,
detectable warning surfaces at the curb ramps or blended transitions make a second set of detectable
warning surfaces at the rail crossing unnecessary.
Detectable warning surfaces are not intended to provide wayfinding for pedestrians who are blind or have
low vision. Wayfinding can be made easier by:
•Sidewalks that provide a clear path free of street furniture;
•Visual contrast between walking and non-walking areas (e.g., planted borders);
•Route edges that are clear and detectable by cane;
•Direct pedestrian street crossings and curb ramps that are in-line with direction of travel;
•Small corner radiuses that permit pedestrian street crossings to be as short and direct as possible;
•Orthogonal intersections that facilitate navigation using parallel and perpendicular vehicle sound cues;
•and barriers where pedestrian travel or crossing is not permitted.
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Citation:

As Built:

2011 PROWAG Section: R208.1

There are no
detectable warnings
on this curb ramp.

Recommendation:
Add detectable warnings.
Curb ramps were being replaced at the time of follow-up evaluation.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Finding #6 Continued
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Image of curb ramp without detectable warnings

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Exterior - Accessible Routes
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 7
There is no accessible route of travel from the public way.
At least one accessible route shall be provided within the site from accessible parking spaces and
accessible passenger loading zones; public streets and sidewalks; and public transportation stops
to the accessible building or facility they serve.

D
E

2010 ADAS Section 206.2.1
At least one accessible route shall be provided within the site from accessible parking spaces and accessible
passenger loading zones; public streets and sidewalks; and public transportation stops to the accessible
building or facility entrance they serve.

T
C

Citation:

As Built:

E
R

2010 ADAS Section: 206.2.1

R
O

Recommendation:

There is not an
accessible sidewalk
from the public right
of way to the building.

Install a ramp, or add a pedestrian route adjacent to the vehicular path.

C

Barrier Priority:

1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of inaccessible route

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Finding #7 Additional Finding Photos

Image of lack of accessible pedestrian route
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Image of new ramp
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City of Colorado Springs
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Lobby
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 8
There are no accessible tables.
At least 5% of the surfaces shall be dispersed throughout the space or facility containing dining
surfaces and must be accessible. An accessible table must be on an accessible route (36 inches
minimum) and have knee and toe spaces at least 27 inches high, 30 inches wide and 19 inches deep.
The tops of tables and counters shall be 28 inches to 34 inches from the floor or ground.
2010 ADAS Section 226.1
Where dining surfaces are provided for the consumption of food or drink, at least 5 percent of the seating
spaces and standing spaces at the dining surfaces shall comply with 902. In addition, where work surfaces
are provided for use by other than employees, at least 5 percent shall comply with 902.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 226.1

There is only 17"
width of usable space
at the table due to the
front legs under the
oval design.

Recommendation:
Replace with a rectangular table, providing 30" width of usable space.
At the time of the follow-up evaluation, the table and chair had been rotated in the alcove. This table
could possibly be fine if flipped so that the back end faces forward.

Barrier Priority:
2 (Important): Should be completed as soon as possible. (Includes findings that would remove
barriers to the greatest number of people to your goods and services)

Image of inaccessible table

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Finding #8 Additional Finding Photos

Finding 187143 Additional Photo

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Conference Room A130
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 9
Compliant knee and toe clearance is not provided at the table.
When seating for persons in wheelchairs is provided at fixed tables or counters, knee spaces at least
27 inches high, 30 inches wide and 19 inches deep shall be provided.
2010 ADAS Section 902.2
A clear floor space complying with 305 positioned for a forward approach shall be provided. Knee and toe
clearance complying with 306 shall be provided.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 902.2

There is only 26-1/2"
of knee clearance
under the conference
room table.

Recommendation:
When this table is replaced, obtain a table with 27" of knee clearance. In the mean time add coasters
to table legs to raise 1/2".

Barrier Priority:
2 (Important): Should be completed as soon as possible. (Includes findings that would remove
barriers to the greatest number of people to your goods and services)

Image of inaccessible conference room table

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Large Conference Room
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 10
The door has a door stop which prevents it from having a smooth surface at the bottom. However,
this is a staff-assisted area and these doors are typically propped open to allow access.
Swinging door surfaces within 10 inches of the finish floor or ground measured vertically must have
a smooth surface on the push side extending the full width of the door. Parts creating horizontal or
vertical joints in these surfaces shall be within 1/16 inch of the same plane as the other. Cavities
created by added kick plates shall be capped. This is required to allow those that use wheelchairs to
use their footrests to push the door open without getting trapped or injured by the gate material. All
gates, including ticket gates, shall meet all applicable specifications for doors.
2010 ADAS Section 404.2.10
Swinging door and gate surfaces within 10 inches (255 mm) of the finish floor or ground measured vertically
shall have a smooth surface on the push side extending the full width of the door or gate. Parts creating
horizontal or vertical joints in these surfaces shall be within 1/16 inch (1.6 mm) of the same plane as the
other. Cavities created by added kick plates shall be capped.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 404.2.10

The doors into the
large conference
room have door
stops.

Recommendation:
Replace the door stop with an overhead hold open device

Barrier Priority:
2 (Important): Should be completed as soon as possible. (Includes findings that would remove
barriers to the greatest number of people to your goods and services)

Image of door with door stop

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Para-transit Office
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 11
The tactile sign is incorrectly located. However, this is a staff-assisted area.
Where a tactile sign is provided at a door, the sign shall be located alongside the door at the latch
side.
2010 ADAS Section 703.4.2
Where a tactile sign is provided at a door, the sign shall be located alongside the door at the latch side.
Where a tactile sign is provided at double doors with one active leaf, the sign shall be located on the inactive
leaf. Where a tactile sign is provided at double doors with two active leafs, the sign shall be located to the
right of the right hand door. Where there is no wall space at the latch side of a single door or at the right side
of double doors, signs shall be located on the nearest adjacent wall. Signs containing tactile characters shall
be located so that a clear floor space of 18 inches (455 mm) minimum by 18 inches (455 mm) minimum,
centered on the tactile characters, is provided beyond the arc of any door swing between the closed position
and 45 degree open position.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 703.4.2

The wall sign for the
Para-transit office is
on the wrong side of
the door.

Recommendation:
Move the sign to the latch side of the door.

Barrier Priority:
1 (High): Should be completed immediately. (Includes findings that have little or no cost, were in
violation of the codes at the time of construction, or pose an imminent safety threat)

Image of incorrectly placed sign

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 12
The toilet is not located within the range allowed from the side wall or partition.
The centerline of the toilet must be 16 to 18 inches from the side wall.
2010 ADAS Section 604.2
The water closet shall be positioned with a wall or partition to the rear and to one side. The centerline of the
water closet shall be 16 inches (405 mm) minimum to 18 inches (455 mm) maximum from the side wall or
partition, except that the water closet shall be 17 inches (430 mm) minimum and 19 inches (485 mm)
maximum from the side wall or partition in the ambulatory accessible toilet compartment specified in 604.8.2.
Water closets shall be arranged for a left-hand or right-hand approach.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.2

The toilet is 19-1/2"
from centerline of
toilet to the wall.

Recommendation:
Move the toilet closer to the wall.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of toilet too far from wall

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 13
The toilet seat is not located within the range allowed off the floor.
The height of accessible water closets shall be a minimum of 17 inches and a maximum of 19 inches
measured to the top of a maximum 2-inch high toilet seat.
2010 ADAS Section 604.4
The seat height of a water closet above the finish floor shall be 17 inches (430 mm) minimum and 19 inches
(485 mm) maximum measured to the top of the seat. Seats shall not be sprung to return to a lifted position.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.4

The toilet is 20" high.

Recommendation:
When the toilet is moved closer to the wall, lower it by at least an inch.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of toilet mounted too high above floor

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 14
The coat hook is installed greater than 48 inches above the finished floor.
Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high forward reach shall be 48 inches maximum above
the finished floor.
2010 ADAS Section 308.2.1
Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high forward reach shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum and
the low forward reach shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum above the finish floor or ground.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 308.2.1

The coat hook is
mounted at 50".

Recommendation:
Lower the coat hook, or install another one at 48".

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of coat hook mounted too high

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 15
The compartment door is not self closing.
The water closet compartment shall be equipped with a door that has an automatic-closing device.
2010 ADAS Section 604.8.1.2
Toilet compartment doors, including door hardware, shall comply with 404 except that if the approach is to
the latch side of the compartment door, clearance between the door side of the compartment and any
obstruction shall be 42 inches (1065 mm) minimum. Doors shall be located in the front partition or in the side
wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in the front partition, the door opening shall be
4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the side wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in
the side wall or partition, the door opening shall be 4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the front partition. The
door shall be self-closing. A door pull complying with 404.2.7 shall be placed on both sides of the door near
the latch. Toilet compartment doors shall not swing into the minimum required compartment area.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.8.1.2

The stall door is not
self-closing.

Recommendation:
Install self-closing hinges.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of stall door

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 16
The water closet compartment door is missing a loop handle on the inside.
Water closet compartments must be equipped with a door that has a loop or U-shaped handle on
both sides of the door immediately below the latch. The latch must be flip-over style, sliding or other
hardware not requiring the user to grasp or twist.
2010 ADAS Section 604.8.1.2
Toilet compartment doors, including door hardware, shall comply with 404 except that if the approach is to
the latch side of the compartment door, clearance between the door side of the compartment and any
obstruction shall be 42 inches (1065 mm) minimum. Doors shall be located in the front partition or in the side
wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in the front partition, the door opening shall be
4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the side wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in
the side wall or partition, the door opening shall be 4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the front partition. The
door shall be self-closing. A door pull complying with 404.2.7 shall be placed on both sides of the door near
the latch. Toilet compartment doors shall not swing into the minimum required compartment area.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.8.1.2

There is not a handle
on the inside of the
stall door.

Recommendation:
Install a handle on the inside of the stall door.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of stall door without loop handle

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Men's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 17
The rim of the urinal is too high.
Wall-hung urinals must be provided with an elongated rim projecting a minimum of 13 1/2 inches
from the wall and a maximum of 17 inches above the floor.
2010 ADAS Section 605.2
Urinals shall be the stall-type or the wall-hung type with the rim 17 inches (430 mm) maximum above the
finish floor or ground. Urinals shall be 13 1/2 inches (345 mm) deep minimum measured from the outer face
of the urinal rim to the back of the fixture.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 605.2

The rim of the urinal
is 18-1/4" above the
floor.

Recommendation:
Lower the urinal.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Women's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 18
The toilet is not located within the range allowed from the side wall or partition.
The centerline of the toilet must be 16 to 18 inches from the side wall.
2010 ADAS Section 604.2
The water closet shall be positioned with a wall or partition to the rear and to one side. The centerline of the
water closet shall be 16 inches (405 mm) minimum to 18 inches (455 mm) maximum from the side wall or
partition, except that the water closet shall be 17 inches (430 mm) minimum and 19 inches (485 mm)
maximum from the side wall or partition in the ambulatory accessible toilet compartment specified in 604.8.2.
Water closets shall be arranged for a left-hand or right-hand approach.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.2

The toilet is 19-1/2"
from centerline of
toilet to the wall.

Recommendation:
Relocate the toilet closer to the wall.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of toilet too far from wall

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Women's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 19
The coat hook is installed greater than 48 inches above the finished floor.
Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high forward reach shall be 48 inches maximum above
the finished floor.
2010 ADAS Section 308.2.1
Where a forward reach is unobstructed, the high forward reach shall be 48 inches (1220 mm) maximum and
the low forward reach shall be 15 inches (380 mm) minimum above the finish floor or ground.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 308.2.1

The coat hooks is
mounted at 49-1/2".

Recommendation:
Lower the coat hook to 48".

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of coat hook mounted too high

City of Colorado Springs
(719) 385 - 5175

https://coloradosprings.gov/
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Women's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 20
The water closet compartment door is missing a loop handle on the inside.
Water closet compartments must be equipped with a door that has a loop or U-shaped handle on
both sides of the door immediately below the latch. The latch must be flip-over style, sliding or other
hardware not requiring the user to grasp or twist.
2010 ADAS Section 604.8.1.2
Toilet compartment doors, including door hardware, shall comply with 404 except that if the approach is to
the latch side of the compartment door, clearance between the door side of the compartment and any
obstruction shall be 42 inches (1065 mm) minimum. Doors shall be located in the front partition or in the side
wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in the front partition, the door opening shall be
4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the side wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in
the side wall or partition, the door opening shall be 4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the front partition. The
door shall be self-closing. A door pull complying with 404.2.7 shall be placed on both sides of the door near
the latch. Toilet compartment doors shall not swing into the minimum required compartment area.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.8.1.2

There is not a handle
on the inside of the
stall door.

Recommendation:
Install a handle on the inside of the stall door.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of stall door without loop handle
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Transit Administration Building - 1015 Transit Dr Southeast Colorado Springs, CO
80903

Interior - Women's Restroom
Lat: 38.8187011000, Long: -104.8049285000
Finding: 21
The compartment door is not self closing.
The water closet compartment shall be equipped with a door that has an automatic-closing device.
2010 ADAS Section 604.8.1.2
Toilet compartment doors, including door hardware, shall comply with 404 except that if the approach is to
the latch side of the compartment door, clearance between the door side of the compartment and any
obstruction shall be 42 inches (1065 mm) minimum. Doors shall be located in the front partition or in the side
wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in the front partition, the door opening shall be
4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the side wall or partition farthest from the water closet. Where located in
the side wall or partition, the door opening shall be 4 inches (100 mm) maximum from the front partition. The
door shall be self-closing. A door pull complying with 404.2.7 shall be placed on both sides of the door near
the latch. Toilet compartment doors shall not swing into the minimum required compartment area.

Citation:

As Built:

2010 ADAS Section: 604.8.1.2

The stall door is not
self-closing.

Recommendation:
Install self-closing hinges.

Barrier Priority:
3 (Moderate): Should be completed as soon as possible, but there may be other items that will
provide greater access to persons with disabilities. (Includes findings that have a high financial
impact on the entity in relationship to the degree of access provided)

Image of stall door
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